Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim discusses with the Prime Minister Haider Abadi the
battle of Tal Afar and the post-victory phase

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, in his office in Baghdad
received Prime Minister Dr. Haider Abadi Thursday 24/8/2017.

\r\n

His eminence with Abadi discussed the developments of the political and military situation,
the battle of Tal Afar and the quick victories achieved in the city neighborhoods through
the battlefield axes in which most military and security operate. His eminence pointed out
that a Daesh are taking their last breathes and it is necessary to be alerted to the
security consequences that Daesh would seek to prove its existence, noted to the importance
of unity of Iraq as an inevitable fate to everyone and a guarantor to rights.
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In regards of political situation in Iraq, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim renewed his call to read
the challenges of 2017 and to modernize approaches and mechanisms and openness to the
national space that guarantees the rights of everyone. His eminence stressed the need to
stay away from traditional performance taking year 2003 fears and feed them in 2017 reality
which is completely different from 2003. Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim called for political,
economic and social victory accompanying and supporting military victory to save Iraq from
various crises.
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Regarding making the elections on schedule, his eminence indicated the importance of
respecting constitutional time schedule, stressed that electoral practice is the most
important act in the political process and democracy.
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In regards of services, his eminence called to start of a comprehensive reconstruction of
liberated cities and cities of liberators who sacrificed their blood and resources to
liberate homeland, pointed out the importance of international community role in this point.
Iraq fought a war with terrorism on behalf of the world, the victories achieved in Iraq
against terrorism protected the world from attacking everywhere with more damaging methods
than the run over and stabbing as happened in some cities of the world.
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Mr. Abbadi indicated to the end of Daesh in the city of Tal Afar, expressed that his visions
coincide with the visions of Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim noting the importance of security,
political, social and economic victory.
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